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2020 William Kenny

ACROSS 
1. Cultivated agent catches

member (6)
4. Bends officer shows off

when model replaces head
of police (8)

9. Uninvited guest removes top
to be more daring (6)

10. More sparkly Ringo meets
island ruler (8)

12. Computers brought back to
reveal racket (4)

13. Crushed spare fruits (5)
14. Pulse of graduate

introducing article (4)
17. Connected Italian players

with broken treadle (12)
20. Old fairy with master key for

tinkerer (12)
23. Live promo about where one

who has retired may be (4)
24. Covers for headlands (5)
25. Where 20s often work (4)
28. Sensitive to everything with

trace of Riesling and
Grenache in crushed ice (8)

29. Cycle endlessly in
independent island (6)

30. Checked out some cutlasses
seditiously (8)

31. Boris, for one, welding heavy
metal to last constituents of
Starmer (6)

DOWN
1. Part of yacht said to be on

the market? (8)
2. Begins anew on backward

guitars (8)
3. Featureless flat (4)

5. Trainee nonchalantly lazed
about island and made part
of her nature (12)

6. Tear up weed (4)
7. Precipitated what King did

orally (6)
8. Re shin reconstructed in

bone repository (6)
11. Worsening condition in dive

teenager trashed (12)
15. Actor representing expert

with axes (5)
16. Measuring device royal

encountered before (5)

18. Eddie sat around and
stopped rocking (8)

19. More invigorating when
urban publicist of old holds
letter upside down (8)

21. Country where parents
swallow last bits of tropical
fruit (6)

22. Engineers taking on charity
zones (6)

26. Nice arms provide supports
(4)

27. Energy from animal I fed (4)


